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Hunting with us is like hunting with family. We have worked hard to assemble a team of experienced, discreet, respectful and focused guides to help you get the bull for life. Our guides have more than 50 years of experience hunting for Roosevelt elk, as well as hunting and guides throughout North America. The quality of our team shows how we run our
hunts and how many of our hunters succeed. Every day we will have a hot breakfast and give you a huge lunch. Once we leave the lodge, we'll go on a fair chase hunting for thousands of acres of public access and private property. Muzzleloaders and archers hunt during rut; modern gun hunters go a little later. Usually we hunt on foot, but we will use
mountain bikes and boats if that is what it takes to find the best bulls and restore the meat. One of our goals is to help you become a better hunter, so along the way, our guides will show you the hunting and challenge techniques that can be used on your own hunting for years to come. Once your bull is down, we will help you get it out of the woods and into
our walk to the cooler where it will stay chilled until you leave. At the end of the day, we head back to the Lodge for a hot shower, delicious lunches, and comfy beds. More than anything, we love the Moose Roosevelt hunt and want to share with you our love for these magnificent animals. We look forward to showing you how much fun it can be. Paul
Okerman Kevin Cuerter Roosevelt Elk Outfitters What to expect when booking, before your hunt, the day before the hunt/arrival ... We provide some great PDF files and links that you will find useful. Meet The Elk Hunting Guides and Staff of Roosevelt Elk Outfitters! See all available hunts! Call, text or email us to reserve a seat soon! See the available hunts!
Call, text or email us to reserve a seat soon! REO Hunting Lodge has ... Check out our photos from previous hunts and adventures... Paul Okerman (primary contact) Phone: 360-701-2430 Email: Paul Kevin Ceurter Phone: 253-380-1656 Email: Kevin We make planning the next hunt as simple as picking up the phone or sending an email. We invite you to
come and hunt in the beautiful Northwest Pacific. Located in the coastal area of western Washington state, where the Olympic and Cascade Mountains are famous for their thriving gaming populations including Roosevelt Elk and Columbia Blacktail Deer. Our private land rental, located in areas literally contaminated with elk and deer, guarantees the quality of
hunting and an unforgettable experience. Hunters of all ages will appreciate the ease of hunting at an altitude of 500 feet from comfortable blinds or Everyone is sure to enjoy comfortable camps, delicious home cooking, and camaraderie of your guides and fellow hunters. If you are interested in hunting elk or deer, prefer to be fully guided or semi-guided, or
decide to hunt with an onion, rifle, or muzzleloader, muzzleloader, Mountain Outfitters provides hunts that meet our customer's expectations year after year. Your host, Mike Vaughn, is also a licensed taxidermist, so you can leave your trophy with us to be installed and shipped or picked up on one of the hunts and outdoor shows we attend across the
country. The following video is documented by Washington State's Deputy Governor Brad Owen, Roosevelt Elk's successful crop. We invite you to ask questions many other outfitters hate to hear such as: What is your success rate with a bow, rifle, or muzzleloader? What is the cost of your hunting licence? Do we have to get a license? How is the terrain and
weather? ... And more. We're sure you've found what you're looking for here at Olympic Mountain Outfitters: Affordable high successes of fair chase hunting, free of other hunters including wolves, with lots of good food and good times. Please call for a list of links Please take a few minutes to check our website and learn more about our hunting and services.
Feel free to email or call if you have any questions or would like to reserve a place to hunt on this year's schedule. We look forward to seeing you and the opportunity to conduct your hunt. Sincerely, Mike Vaughn, Olympic Mountain Outfitters More about us and our services guided by Hunting and Guaranteed Tags Are You Ready to Hunt in the scenic Pacific
Northwest? Olympic Mountain Outfitters makes it easy! With our full range of Western Washington Guided Hunt, we will help you find the hunt of your dreams within minutes. With hunting located in the Cascade and Olympic Mountains, and many other stunning areas nearby- we are the only choice when you need gear you can rely on. Olympic Mountain
Outfitters are guided by Hunts including: Guided by Elk Deer Hunting Semi-Hunting When you choose Olympic mountain outfitters, we give you plenty of options to work with your skill level and hunting purposes. If you are new to hunting, we offer tips so you understand the right technique and safety when you head to one of our guided hunts. For the more
experienced outdoorsman, we have semi-managed hunting. This option allows you to go hunting elk on your terms. No matter what you prefer, we have many options for each hunter. Bow Hunts, Rifle Hunting, Muzzleloader Hunting When it's time for your half-fun hunting experience or one of our guided elk hunting or guided deer hunting, we give you plenty
of options so you can hunt with the weapons you most comfortable with. Our guided and semi-imposed hunts allow you to hunt with a rifle, muzzleloader, or bow. Because we are so committed to ensuring that you are satisfied with all your experience, we want to give you the choice that suits you the most. When you are ready for high success rates on
guided elk hunting, managed deer hunting, and semi-naked hunting, hunting, More -Olympic Mountain Outfitters are your only choice. Our half-imposed elk hunting allows you to spend time in some of the most stunning regions of the Pacific Northwest. We give you access to private property, woodland and established food parcels. We take guesses from
hunting so you can enjoy a successful hunt every time. From beginners to experienced hunters, there is no one better than Olympic mountain outfitters when you are ready to go hunting. Hunting Camps - For the comfort of the main Olympic mountain Outfitters takes care of all the details of your hunting. Our hunting camps are dry, comfortable and equipped
with everything you need to stay safe and comfortable. With good food, good company and great hunting, you can't go wrong when you choose to hunt for Olympic Mountain Outfitters. Find out why there are so many hunters in the US. Turn to us for semi-ingested hunting, guided deer hunting, guided elk hunting, and more. Spend time in some of the most
beautiful areas of the Northwest. Olympic Mountain Outfitters are here to help with all our hunting needs. If you have questions, would like to plan your hunt, feel free to contact us today. We have the experience to make your next hunt successful, fun and safe. Contact us at 360-470-8708 to plan a tour or learn more about Olympic mountain gear. We look
forward to hearing from you. Washington Hunting Details Enjoy Washington's most successful hunting grounds for Northwest Whitetail deer hunting, Merriam's Turkey hunting, color phase bear hunting, and Shiras Moose Hunting Grouse hunting, and cougars hunting. There's also excellent deer mule hunting, bighorn sheep, coyote, waterfowl and elk, and
there's plenty of great fishing for trout and walleye in the local waters. Bearpaw Outfitters offer guided and unmanageable hunts from their Washington hunting lodge. Hunt some of the best private ranch rentals and mountain hotspots in eastern Washington. Bearpaw Outfitters have equipped hunters for over 30 years in this area so they know the best areas
for hunting all different kinds of flashing. Based near Colville, a small town in northeast Washington, near Idaho and British Columbia, Bearpaw Outfitters are located right in the heart of Washington's most productive gaming country. This area is consistently the top production of white-tailed deer, bear, elk, cougars, turkey and grouse hunting throughout the
state. It's just a big country game. The area includes wooded rolling mountains and fertile valley farmland. There are good proportions of evergreen forests, deforestation, natural holes, and Land. This area is not as reliable as most other western areas, making it more pleasant for many hunters. Hunting methods Hunters use stands or blinds near game
paths, alfalfa fields, feeding, feeding, and cutting down magazines. Other effective methods include glass, stain and stalking, short brush drives, and driving mountain logging roads. Your physical condition is not so important. Anyone can enjoy a high degree of success, regardless of their physical condition, because the terrain is soft and the best hunting
methods for most species include sitting and glazing. Private Ranch Hunting Areas: Hunting leases range in size to 2,500 acres and offer excellent hunting with high success rates. These hunting leases are ideal for hunters with patience to sit and watch feeding areas. Limited hunting is allowed on each property to maintain quality. Mountain hunting:
Numerous mountain spots offer some of the best trophy hunting in Washington. There aren't many animals per square mile in the mountains as on the ranch, but trophy potential is one of the best in the northwest. These mountain hunts are ideal for hunters who like to cover a lot of country while hunting. Outfitters Dale was born and raised in Northeast
Washington and his wife Tara has lived in Washington since childhood. In 1977, Dale began to lead the hunters and since then Dale and Tara have gradually expanded their equipment business. With 30 years of equipment experience in NE Washington, Dale, Tara, and their family have endured the test of time. The Denny family and their team of
experienced guides equipped hunters from all over the world, all ages and backgrounds. Regardless of your age or the amount of hunting experience, Dale and Tara have a hunt that is just right for you. Guide-guided options: Multiple relationship guides are offered that include accommodation, guidance, and game assistance. Semi-guidance: Hunt on your
own, with help in the camp to advise the hunting grounds and help you with your game. Unmanaged: Several unmanageable options are offered with a variety of accommodation, hunting tips and maps. Accommodation Lodge and Cabins: The facilities are just 10 to 60 minutes from most hunting grounds and include dining facilities, a pool table in the den,
covered bathrooms, bunk beds in cabins, and a lighted cleaning area with water for cleaning. Groups of up to 16 can be accommodated. Motel Urban Hunting: Motels are just minutes from most hunting grounds. The guide hunters pick up and return to their room every day. Unmanaged hunters must provide their own transport. Your room and meals are not
included, so budget about $30 per day. Licenses and Hunter Ed Hunters of any age can purchase hunting licenses without a prescription. Youth licenses are half-price (even for non-resident youth). The Hunters for the first time are allowed a one-time reprieve from Hunter Ed's claims. All the other hunters hunter Ed, if born after January 1, 1972. Hunter
Orange Hunters must wear 400 square inches above the waist while rifle deer, rifle elk, elk, Seasons of the Highland birds.  Spokane Airport is less than 2 hours away from bearpaw Outfitters. Check the Resource Page for flight information and car rentals. Driving Directions from I-90 to Spokane follow Hwy 395 north 70 miles to Colville and then follow Hwy
20 east 3 miles to Bearpaw.  Taxidermy and Meat Processing Both services are available locally for a fee, or you can choose to carry your trophy and carcasses home. Meat processing is usually done in a day or two. Contact us today call or write with any questions or book a hunt. When you send a deposit in the mail, use the Hunt Application app to verify
your data. We look forward to meeting you and hunting with you soon. Best Relationship, Dale, Tara, and the staff of Washington Hunting Lodge Lodge
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